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By Council Members Lanza, Oddo, Fidler, Gentile, McMahon and Nelson

A Local Law to amend the administrative code of the city of New York, in relation to mandating use of voyage data recorders on
Staten Island ferries.

Be it enacted by the Council as follows:

Section one.  Chapter 3 of title 19 of the administrative code of the city of New York is amended by adding a new section 19-

306 to read as follows:

§19-306.  Voyage Data Recorder.  Any city owned and operated ferry operating between the Whitehall terminal in the

borough of Manhattan and the St. George terminal in the borough of Staten Island shall be equipped with a voyage data recorder.  A

voyage data recorder shall mean a device which shall be in operation at all times that the ferry is being operated between such

terminals and which will record and store data which will indicate, at a minimum, the date and time, latitude and longitude, speed,

heading, bridge audio, external communications audio, radar readings, depth, whether main alarms were activated, rudder orders and

responses, engine orders and responses, when hulls were operated, when watertight doors and fire doors were opened, acceleration,

hull stresses and wind speed and direction.  The voyage data recorder shall be able to sustain severe trauma, including vessel collision,

explosion, fire, sustained deep sea pressure and direct impact.  The voyage data recorder shall be installed in a brightly-colored

protective capsule and fitted with an appropriate device to aid in its location.

§2.  This local law shall take effect ninety days after it is enacted into law.
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